MATHILDE JOCTEUR MONROZIER

Mathilde's nominator wrote:

As the President of the Graduate School Education Counsel (GSEC) during the 2021/2022 academic year, I had the opportunity to lead our organization into the post-Covid world. Mathilde Monrozier became my proverbial "right-hand woman."

Mathilde organized and conducted half a dozen hybrid workshops for graduate students in the College of Education. Mathilde continued to show a desire to serve as we developed and implemented a new mentoring program for incoming international students.

Through this program, Mathilde was able to show her gift for mentoring other students, and an eye for developing programs that are both student-centered and student responsive.

I am fortunate to be able to work with Mathilde again this year. She goes above and beyond for the Purdue community and campus!

Do you know a grad student who is making big changes? Nominate them at: bit.ly/BCMAWARD